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Ladies and Gentlemen, dear Colleagues, 

It is both a pleasure and an honor to welcome you today to the first edition of the 

Kamal Salibi Academic Freedom Award. As you know, this Award was 

established this year by our Association in honor of the late Lebanese historian 

Professor Kamal S. Salibi who, in addition to his outstanding academic career, was 

a staunch defender of academic freedom and a relentless advocate of professors’ 

rights.   

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all those who supported and 

contributed to this Award, particularly Makram Rabah who’s here with us today, 

and many other contributors who chose to remain anonymous.  

But why focus on Academic Freedom in this day and age? Why should we all 

care? Well my friends we have all reasons to do so. The right of faculty members 

for free speech and freedom of inquiry has never faced so many threats. We used 

to believe that these threats were coming from outside the walls of this University: 

political violence, religious extremism, and unfair and outdated legislation – in 

Lebanon you can still go to prison for defamation and our Directorate of General 

Security regularly censures publications.  

But more recently threats to Academic Freedom have been coming from within. 

You all know from recent incidents, similar to NSA-like practices, that our Internal 

Auditor receives logs of our emails and of all outgoing and incoming calls to all 

campus phone extensions. I am not sure how one would claim that AUB upholds 

freedom of speech when it monitors the data of its faculty members!  

Yet colleagues the largest threat to free speech is connected to freedom from want. 

The gradual corporatization of our University is putting more and more pressure on 

our livelihoods. With no tenure, declining salaries and an increasing number of 

part-time faculty members, fewer professors will be willing to speak up against 

corruption. And with an increased reliance on private donors you are sure to kill 

freedom of inquiry next. However, with our determination as a group we can 

surmount this bleak fate, which threatens all higher education institutions across 

the world.  

I would like to conclude with a quote from the famous political philosopher 

Bertrand Russell: “In a world where all men and women enjoy economic freedom, 

there will not be the same habit of command, nor, consequently, the same love of 

despotism”.  

 


